THE REPORTER Puzzle
Acrostickler

DIRECTIONS
1) Each crossword definition contains two clues. One is a conventional synonym; the other a pun, anagram, or play on words.
2) Letters from the acrostic should
be transferred to the corresponding
squares in the crossword, and vice
versa.
3) The initial letters of the correct
words in the acrostic will, when read
down, spell out the name of a prominent person: the acrostician.

No. 28

by HENRY ALLEN

A
154 62 136 221 120 42 200 68 156 164 5 82
"He
, that never felt a wound."
Shakespeare, "Romeo and Juliet." (5,2,5)
102 216 178 22 186 152 106 114
Famous palace 31 miles NW of Madrid.
150 12 24 222 44 124 66 36 100 28 94 204
Lincoln held this to be a contradiction in
terms; his aim in the Civil War was to
prevent it. (7,5)

174 90 54 72 88 208 138 46
King of the Vandals, conqueror in northern
Africa and Italy. (c390-477).
32 132 220 162
"The devotion to something
/From the
sphere of our sorrow." Shelley, " T o
One word is too often Profaned."
F
10 202 35 160 56 121

A kind of boot.
Across

G
48 191 146 110
Name of former U.S. Navy hospital ship
now on mercy mission to the Orient.

2.

31.

H
112 78 180 194 92 4 34
A contrivance on a boat's gunwale used as
a fulcrum for rowing.

39.
61.

116 105 170 14 182 144
Apparatus for representing the motions and
phases of the planets.

68.
91.

J
214

166 6

192

Contends for superiority.

97.
123.

K
126 198 8 74 224

L

C 20 Hg0 5 Br 4

A crevice rests in the direction
of an organization not headed by
the Acrostician, through many
people think so. (6,7)
A sailor tucks away an old
trombone.
Put former with after thought
and...? And it grows, of course.
Paid attention? Yes, he did, I
hear.
A leading lady's vessel or a
space opera vehicle? (Not yet
in dictionaries).
Tools consumed by Odysseus'
men, according to Tennyson.
Scanter absorptions.
With 160 Across and 212 Across,
the organization headed by the
Acrostician. (With "of" before

212.) (7,6,13)
131.

9 8 7 0 6 4 2 1 2 4 0 1 4 2 8 0 148 7613460184
52"T 168" 58" 87 190 26 172 218 158"

128 I?
Motto of Chaucer's "Pardoner's Tale."
(5,7,3,9) (Latin).

Together, so why fear what's
heard? (Obs.)
151. A chic jet lies here. (3,5)
160. See 123 Across.
181. An old card game is the first.
189. One of twelve may find ale
about the post.
212. See 123 Across.
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Down
3. Teaches to return property.
7. Carry in to tend the fire.
(Colloq.)
9. A valley tune, why not now?
11. A big shot? Er, a snake.
13. Grips a measure in these girths.
31. Student on board wins award!
45. This setting aside was sure
perused.
65. Comforted the editor about
Peer's mother.
82. Departed in a rage.

(7,3)
101.

South American rodent youcopy
after.
123. Fit in a small company. It's not
as strange as truth.
133. A current type, a role, etc.
155. A tree from a mountain ridge.
174. What's here after hail twice
over, but a pasture in Scotland.

© 1961 by
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ness. Yet at the same time, it was
produced at that moment in which
the English language lived in singular excellence and vitality. Where
the editors of 1604-1611 chose to
improve on their predecessors, they
did so with the instrument of Spenser, Hooker, Sidney, Florio, Shakespeare, Jonson, and Donne.
The King James is the only great
thing in this world ever done by a
committee. Divided into six panelstwo at Westminster and two each at
Oxford and Cambridge—some fifty
linguists and divines collaborated on
the final text. There were notables
among them: Lancelot Andrewes,
Richard Thomson (renowned both
as linguist and drunkard), Thomas
Holland, and Richard Brett, reputed
to know Arabic, Hebrew, and Aramaic. There are many reasons for
the supremacy of the AV: progress
in the interpretation of the Hebrew
and Greek meanings; the plurality
of judgment brought to bear on
every word; the tradition of previous
English texts. Yet there is much
about the King James that still
seems miraculous. Countless times,
one marvels at the felicity of phrase
and the evenness of tone—the more
striking in view of the number of
editors involved. It is truly as if
tongues of fire had spoken.
No other work has played a comparable role in determining the
habits of feeling and imagination of
the English-speaking world. None
has done as much to ingrain in the
English sensibility uses of speech
which we feel to be, in some central way, native to the language.
Wherever English prose has a natural excellence, whether in Lincoln,
Hemingway, or Churchill, there
sounds inside it the regal simplicity,
the alternance of Anglo-Saxon and
Latin, the graphic imagery and narrative pace of the King James. If
only the Bible of 1611 and a dictionary survived, the English language would stand in no mortal
peril.
But we must remember two facts.
Philologically, the text on which the
AV is based is primitive. Only sixteen years after the publication of
the King James, the Codex Alexandrinus reached England. Soon the
limits of historical awareness moved
back to the fourth century. The discovery of the Codex Vaticanus and

she knows
only hardship
Nguyen Thi Lan, Vietnamese, age 8.
Father dead, TB. Mother also TB.
Cannot work. Three other children.
Eldest also suffering TB. Younger
children cannot afford school. Family
in debt. Live in hut. Two beds only
furniture. Child beautiful, undernourished. Needs help immediately.
You can help through a responsible organization. Become a Foster Parent. You or your
group can "adopt" a needy child with complete
confidence that your pledge of $15 a month
($180 a year) buys maximum protected benefits.
Your contribution provides new clothing, blankets, food packages, other supplies, education
and medical care as well as a cash grant of
$8 every month.
Plan's help to needy children on an individual
basis continues unmatched for a quarter of a
century. You will always know where your gift
dollars go.
And, the child knows who you are. You will
be sent the case history and photo of your
"adopted" child. You will receive letters from
the child himself (original with translation by
Plan). You will know the child has been touched
by love and a sense of belonging.
Plan is non-sectarian, non-profit and nonpolitical. It is U. S. government-approved,
registered under No. VFA019 with the Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid.
Furthermore, Plan files all financial statements with the National Information Bureau in
New York City. We offer our financial statement with pride in the careful handling
of our funds. Check your charity! Compare Plan's benefits to children, per contributor dollar.
© 1961 FPP, Inc.
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352 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y. • FOUNDED 1937
PARTIAL LIST of
SPONSORS and
FOSTER PARENTS
Steve Allen
Bing Crosby
K. C. Gifford
Helen Hayes
Dr. John Haynes Holmes
Charles R. Hook
C. D. Jackson
Gov. & Mrs. Walter
Kohler
Garry Moore
Edward R. Murrow
Mary Pickford
Dr. Howard A. Rusk
Mr. & Mrs.
Robert W. Sarnoff

FOSTER PARENTS' PLAN, I N C .
352 Park Avenue South, N e w York 10, N . Y.
In Canada: P.O. Box 6 5 , Sta. B, Montreal, Q u e .

PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO.,
AUDITORS

1

R-3-I6-6I

.

A. 1 wish to become a Foster Parent of a needy child for one
year or more. If possible, sex. . . ., age. . ., nationality
1 will pay $15 a month for one year or more ($180 per year).
Payment will be monthly ( ), quarterly !
), semi-annually
(
), yearly ( ).
1 enclose herewith my first payment $
B. 1 cannot "adopt" a child, but 1 would like to help a child by
contributing $

1

City
Date

State
Contributions are Income
Tax deductible.

'
1
.

PLAN HELPS CHILDREN I N FRANCE, ITALY, GREECE, SOUTH
KOREA, VIET NAM AND HONG KONG
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A "wise veteran"*
reveals the realities
of world politics

RUSSIA,
AMERICA,
AND THE

WORLD

LOUIS FISCHER
A brand-new slant on the domestic
and foreign policies of the nations
and their interaction, is furnished
by an observer "who has rarely
been wrong . . . What he has to say
is worth listening to precisely
because he sees the essentials,
because he has had long experience
and unique qualifications, because,
in short, he is Louis Fischer."
—*JOHN C. CAMPBELL, of the

Council on Foreign Relations, in
the N. Y. Herald Tribune
At all bookstores • $4.50
HARPER * BROTHERS, N. Y. IS

Paradoxically,Jg
medicine is,ip4' the best in the
world, millllpi^ or|Americans
are bitterly dissatisfied
with the medical care
they are getting.
Edited by MARION K. SANDERS,
this book is greatly expanded
from the special supplement to
the October, 1960 Harper's Magazine that unleashed a storm of
controversy throughout the medical profession and the public. It
probes sharply into current
practices in medical care and
education, health insurance, research, hospitals, the drug
industry, psychiatry, euthanasia
and medical politics. Its thoughtful suggestions for corrective
action will "serve as a basis for
informed debate, in which both
laymen and doctors may take
part much more freely." — from
the Foreword by JOHN FISCHER.

$3.75 at your bookstore or from
HARPER & BROTHERS, N . Y. 1 6

the Codex Sinaiticus made possible
the establishment of a Bible text
greatly superior to anything the
Jacobeans could have envisaged. Secondly, the poetic, deliberately archaic language of the AV meant
that the work would, by force of
time, grow increasingly remote from
current speech. Thus the need for
future revision was implicit in the
very genius of the King James. The
surprising fact is not that such revisions should have been made but
that none has challenged the preeminence of the Authorized Version.
Two new translations appeared in
England in 1729 and 1768. An American version by Rodolphus Dickinson was published in Boston in 1833.
It is remembered, somewhat uncharitably, for its rendering of Luke
1:41: "And it happened, that when
Elizabeth heard the salutation of
Mary, the embryo was joyfully agitated." Noah Webster's Bible, issued
the same year, was sounder and a
number of its readings have been
retained by modern scholars.
But the real history of modern
biblical translation begins with the
Revised New Testament of 1881, followed by the American Standard
Version in 1901. In nearly six thousand readings, the Greek text underlying these revisons differs from that
available to the Jacobean divines.
Roughly a quarter of these differences imply a change of meaning.
After the turn of the century, three
further translations require mention:
James Moffatt's (1913), Msgr. Ronald
Knox's Bible (1945), and the Revised
Standard Version of 1946. But the
last had scarcely been issued when
the discovery of the Dead Sea scrolls
gave dramatic proof that new textual problems and opportunities will
continue to face the biblical scholar.
to these prob•*• lems now lies before us. It is the
New Testament of the New English
Bible (NEB). It is the work of an
eminent body of English and Scottish ecclesiastics and scholars who
have met in common labor since
January, 1948. Undertaken in a
Protestant but nonsectarian vein and
published under the joint imprint
of the Oxford and Cambridge University Presses, the NEB sets out to
provide "a faithful rendering of the
best available Greek text into the
T ^ H E LATEST RESPONSE
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current speech of our own time, and
a rendering which should harvest the
gains of recent biblical scholarship."
This is not "another revision of the
Authorized Version but a genuinely
new translation" using the idioms
of contemporary English. In contrast
to the revisers of 1881, the present
translators, like their Jacobean forebears, make no effort to render the
same Greek word everywhere in the
same way. Their constant aim is fluency, clarity, and accuracy of interpretation. How far has it been
achieved?
There is only one way of finding
out: one must set certain passages
of the NEB beside previous translations, particularly the AV, and compare. It is a pedestrian method, but
there is no other. I shall look first

at three passages illustrative for their
familiar power of poetic beauty, then
at two in which there are difficulties
of comprehension.
Here is the King James version of
Matthew 26:38-41:
"Then saith he unto them, My
soul is exceeding sorrowful, even
unto death: tarry ye here, and watch
with me.
"And he went a little further, and
fell on his face, and prayed, saying,
O my Father, if it be possible, let this
cup pass from me: nevertheless not
as I will, but as thou wilt.
"And he cometh unto the disciples, and findeth them asleep, and
saith unto Peter, What, could ye not
watch with me one hour?
"Watch and pray, that ye enter
not into temptation: the spirit inTHE REPORTER

PARLEZ-VOUS AND
WESTPORT, TOO !
The question today is: Why did the man
from Berlitz commute nightly to Westport,
Conn., when he lived in Newark, N. J.?
At first glance it would seem that he was
taking the long way home, but once you
know the facts, there's a very simple explanation. It involves his traveling companion, the gentleman in the black derby,
Counsellor "X."
It seems that the Counsellor (legal ethics
prevent using his real name) is an expert
in a highly specialized law field. An important client insisted that he handle a difficult case in France. His own experience
and the advice of his colleagues convinced
him that speaking to a judge and jury
through an interpreter would weaken his
case. (The embarassed barrister couldn't
tell a tort from a demurrer in French.) But
where and how was he going to find the

time to learn a new language? Berlitz suggested a solution and it went like this:
Every night, for the 414 months until the
trial, a Berlitz instructor would ride home
with him—and the lawyer would learn to
speak French while they commuted on
the 5:25.
The rest is history. 4H months later our
legal friend flew to France, perfectly able
to communicate with judge, jury, witnesses and even the concierge in his
Bordeaux hotel. He conducted the entire
case in French, both inside and outside
the courtroom, and won his client enough
francs to pave the Champs Elysees.
The foregoing (believe it or not) is an
actual language problem that Berlitz
solved. We hope it emphasizes the fact
that whatever your language needs are,
Berlitz can help you. Private Berlitz instruction makes it possible for you to
arrange a schedule to suit your convenience. You can use lunchtime, pre-business
hours, after business hours and even
traveling-to-or-from-business time. You

can plan business trips or take time out for
vacations and Berlitz will accommodate
you. In our schools, in homes, in offices,
in the Venezuelan jungles, in the oil fields
of Indonesia, Berlitz instructors have
taught 10H million people to speak over
50 different languages. There are 211
Berlitz Schools in leading cities across the
country and around the world. The local
Berlitz Director can tailor a program of
Berlitz instruction to your specific needs.
(Whether you ride the 6:09 to Khartoum
. . . the 4:51 to Stoke Poges . . . or the
5:25 to Westport—he'll do his best for
you. And, he knows how to read the local
timetable—even if it's written in English!)

FOR

B U S I N E S S

PEOPLE

OR

PLEASURE,

W H O GO PLACES

GO TO

BALTIMORE* BEVERLY HILLS- BIRMINGHAM (MICH.) * BOSTON* CH ICAGO'CINCINNATI .CLEVELAND* DALLAS * DETROIT* EAST ORANGE • EVANSTON 'GREAT NECK* HOUSTON -LOS ANGELES* MIAMI *MINNE*
APOLIS • NEW ORLEANS • NEW YORK • PASADENA • PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH • ST. LOUIS • SANTA ANA • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO • SAN MATEO • SEATTLE" STAMFORD * WASHINGTON • WHITE PLAINS
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are you a

Unitarian
without
knowing it?
Do you believe that religious truth cannot be
contrary to truth from any other source?
Do you believe man is capable of selfimprovement and is not condemned by
"original sin?"
Do you believe that striving to live a wholesome life is more important than accepting
religious creeds?
Do you believe in the practical application of universal
brotherhood?
Then you are professing
Unitarian beliefs.
Send for 32-page illustrated
booklet, "Introducing Unitarianism."

Mail this Coupon with 25 < to
UNITARIAN LAYMEN'S LEAGUE
Oept. RX6
25 Beacon St., Boston 8, Mass.
Please send me "Introducing Unitarianism"

Addr,

LET SOME CHILD LOVE YOU

You or your group can "adopt" a needy child/
through Foster Parents' Plan. You will receive
photographs, a history of "y°iir child", monthly
letters and the greatest gift of all, a child's love.
For information write to;

i

P/

u.

352 Park Avenue South • N.Y.C. 10, N.Y. Dept. 2M j

A great biographer's
illuminating portrait ...

A LIFE OF
SHAKESPEARE
by Hesketh Pearson
author of
GBS, Dizzy, Merry Monarch
Shakespeare is brilliantly brought to
life in this exciting critical analysis
of history's greatest playwright, written
with a scholar's knowledge, an actor's
insight, and a notable biographer's skill.
This is an intensely personal document, the result of a fascinated and intimate involvement with Shakespeare's art,
dating from Pearson's early career as a
Shakespearean actor in Beerbohm Tree's
company.
An anthology of Shakespeare's poetry
is appended.
$5.00 at all booksellers

WALKER
AND COMPANY
75 E. 55 S t . . New York 22

"Portents will appear in sun,
moon, and stars. On earth nations
will stand helpless, not knowing
which way to turn from the roar
and surge of the sea; men will faint
with terror at the thought of all that
is. coming upon the world; for the
celestial powers will be shaken. And
then they will see the Son of Man
coming on a cloud with great power
and glory. When all this begins to
happen, stand upright and hold your
heads high, because your liberation
is near."
Here the new version has distinct
advantages. Like Knox, it makes
Christ's prophecy assured rather
than conditional (will instead of
shall), and it has an appropriate
swift pace, as if expectation were
bringing the event to the very horizon. "Faint with terror," on the
other hand, is mildly Victorian, and
I think Knox's "the very powers of
heaven will rock" (virtutes caelorum
movebuntur) the most graphic of the
three. But the neat problem lies in
the last phrase. Three translations
are proposed: redemption, deliverance, liberation. Which shall it be?
The Greek (apolutroo) can signify
any or each. The Vulgate chooses
redemptio. Does Jesus mean deliverance from Roman power, spiritual
redemption, or both? I am not scholar or theologian enough to judge;
but deliverance seems to me best, as
it
allows more aptly than liberation
ET us CONSIDER next Luke 21:25-28;
for
either a secular or transcendental
first in the Authorized Version:
emphasis.
"And there shall be signs in the
sun, and in the moon, and in the
EVELATION is a text notorious for
stars; and upon the earth distress
of nations, with perplexity; the sea
its demands on imaginative transand the waves roaring;
lation. Here is how the Jacobeans
"Men's hearts failing them for read Revelation 6:12-13:
". . . and, lo, there was a great
fear, and for looking after those
things which are coming on the earthquake; and the sun became
earth: for the powers of heaven shall black as sackcloth of hair, and the
be shaken.
moon became as blood;
"And then shall they see the Son
"And the stars of heaven fell unto
of man coming in a cloud with power the earth, even as a fig tree casteth
and great glory.
her untimely figs, when she is shaken
"And when these things begin to of a mighty wind."
come to pass, then look up, and lift
Moffatt simplifies to a plain sackup your heads; for your redemption cloth and the stars drop like unripe
draweth nigh."
figs when the tree is shaken by a
Knox differs perceptibly: "men's gale. But he makes the red moon
hearts will be dried up with fear . . . full (following the Vulgate). The
the very powers of heaven will rock NEB contracts yet further:
. . . lift up your heads; it means that
"And there was a violent earththe time draws near for your deliver- quake; the sun turned black as a
ance."
funeral pall and the moon all red
And now the NEB:
as blood; the stars in the sky fell
deed is willing, but the flesh is
weak."
Knox alters to conform more closely with the Vulgate and to stress the
Catholic values. The cup becomes a
chalice, and the grammar of Christ
—"only as thy will is, not as mine
is"—is severely Latin (non sicut ego
volo, sed sicut tu).
Now here is the NEB:
" 'My heart is ready to break with
grief. Stop here, and stay awake with
me.' He went on a little, fell on his
face in prayer, and said, 'My Father,
if it is possible, let this cup pass me
by. Yet not as I will, but as thou
wilt.' He came to the disciples and
found them asleep; and he said to
Peter, 'What! Could none of you stay
awake with me one hour? Stay
awake, and pray that you may be
spared the test. The spirit is willing,
but the flesh is weak.' "
In this instance, the King James
carries the day. The soul sorrowful
"even unto death" is much superior
to the modern version both in weight
and meaning. Stop and pass me by
are flat colloquialisms. Stay awake is
somewhat closer to the original text,
but watch has the more intense connotation of vigilance in the hour of
supreme danger. And surely temptation is a finer rendering than test
(the Greek, peirasmos, allows either
translation).

L
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Potentials of the
American Economy
Selected Essays of
SUMNER H. SLICHTER
Edited by John T. Dunlop. Twenty-eight essays
reveal the searching mind and rare intellectual powers of this great American economist. Selections extend from his prophetic piece on industrial morale
in 1920 to his cogent view of the underlying economic prospects in 1959.
$7.50

Thinking and
Psychotherapy

The Education
of Nations

An Inquiry into the
Process of Communication
By Harley C. Shands, M.D. A daring new synthesis of basic behavioral concepts from divergent
disciplines — psychology, psychiatry, neurophysiology, cybernetics — and what this synthesis implies
for practical psychotherapy.
A Commonwealth Fund Book.
$5.75

By Robert Vlich. In this searching examination
of the forces that have molded the educational systems of the West, Dr. Ulich compares and treats in
historical perspective the educational development
of the principal Western nations — including Russia
— from the Middle Ages to the present. He proposes
principles of action in contacts between the United
States and the new nations of Asia and Africa in
today's momentous process of cultural transformation.
$6.75

The Idea of the
Jewish State

Inflation

By Ben Halpern. A comprehensive picture of the
backgrounds of Zionist thought, the negotiations
over Palestine, and the urgent Israeli-Arab situation
— in terms both of the development of theoretical
ideology and of practical political programs. $10.00

By Thomas Wilson. The why's and how's of inflation in the U.S., Britain, and U.S.S.R., skillfully
discussed, with remedies proposed, by the Adam
Smith Professor of Political Economy at the University of Glasgow. Tables. Charts.
$5.50

At all booksellers

ARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
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new frontiers
in religious journalism?
. . . no more catholic Christian
journal is available today
—Harvard Divinity Bulletin
. . . reveals the catholicity of
Catholic thought
—America

CROSS CURRENTS
a quarterly review to explore
the implications of Christianity
for our times . . . $3.50 a year
5 FREE Reprints to new subscribers

• MOUNIER: Faith & Civilization; •
GUARDINI; Legend of the Grand Inquisitor; • BERDYAEV on Anti-Semitism; •
KIERKEGAARD on Doubt; Q TEILHARD DE
CHARDIN: Building the Earth; • LEONARD: Religious Tolerance & Civil Freedom; • TILLICH: Jewish Influences on
Protestant Thought; • WEIGEL on Tillich;
• BUBER: Education of Character; •
MANNONI: The Negro's Protest; Q DANIELOU: Christianity & History; • BARTH:
The Church between East & West; • ALBRIGHT: Archaeology & Religion; • LACROIX: Modern Atheism; • CHENU:
Freedom & the Believer; • BONACINA:
The Church & Modern Democracy; •
DOMENACH: Religion & Politics; • MENDE: Underdeveloped Nations; Q SCHELER: the tragic; Q MERLEAU-PONTY on
Phenomenology; • PIEPER: the 'negative
aspect' in Aquinas; • CONGAR: Reform
in the Church: • JOHNSON: Public Education & Religion; • ROGERS: Person &
Psychotherapy; • DE SOLAGES: Christianity & Evolution; • BEIRNAERT: Sanctification & Psychic Structure; • SONNEMANN: Existential Analysis; • POLLOCK
on Dewey; D DOSTOYEVSKY: Life of a
Great Sinner; •
VERWILGHEN: The
Church under Communism; • NIEBUHR:
Atomic Dilemma; • WATKIN: Unjustifiable War; • MORE on Greene; n
MARCEL: The Lantern; •
HAYOUL:
American Foreign Policy; • DIRKS: How
Can I Know God's Will for Me?; •
BUBER: Guilt & Guilt Feelings; • BERNANOS on Luther; • STURZO on Sociology; • GUARDINI on Dostoyevsky's
Idiot; • MOELLER on Camus.
CROSS CURRENTS: West Nyack, N. Y.

j

Name

I

Address..
City

Z o n e . . . State

D Enter 1 yr. subscription ($3.50); Q 3 yrs. ($9) I
D Send reprints checked above
|
O Payment enclosed
Q Bill me I

to the earth, like figs shaken down
by a gale."
I can see that this is a clearer
version; but it loses the marvelously
precise vision of the original. The
Apocalypse was seen through the
eyes of a man familiar with desert
sandstorms, with sackcloth woven
thickly of hair, and familiar also
with the loss of unripened figs when
the desert wind strikes. The essential
quality of Revelation is its down-toearth approach to the transcendent.
In this passage, the NEB seems to
miss the flavor.
Let me conclude by looking at two
examples which offer some crux of
meaning. In I Corinthians 7:39, Paul
declares that a widow is "at liberty
to be married to whom she will:
only in the Lord" (AV). Just what
does that mean? Knox is no help:
"so long as she marries in the Lord."
Moffatt proceeds boldly: "only, it
must be a Christian." His support,
presumably, is II Corinthians 6:14:
"Be ye not unequally yoked together
with unbelievers." The XEB reads:
"provided the marriage is within
the Lord's fellowship." This seems
to me most ingenious: it communicates the spirit of the injunction
without betraying the letter.
Finally, let us look at the close
of Philippians 3 in the King James:
"For our conversation is in heaven;
from whence also we look for the
Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ;
"Who shall change our vile body,
that it may be fashioned like unto
his glorious body, according to the
working whereby he is able even to
subdue all things unto himself."
The archaic language (conversation) and the gnai'led syntax make
for heavy going. Knox simplifies to
"our true home in heaven" and
renders configuration corpori clnritatis as "the image of his glorified
body." Now the NEB:
"We, by contrast, are citizens of
heaven, and from heaven we expect
our deliverer to come, the Lord
Jesus Christ. He will transfigure the
body belonging to our humble state,
and give it a form like that of his
own resplendent body, by the very
power which enables him to make
all things subject to himself."
This is, perhaps, a little too brisk,
and one regrets the loss of vile body.
But transfigure is beautifully to the
point and the crux of politenma is
48
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resolved: it does imply citizenship.
Neither Knox's home nor Moffatt's
quaint colony of heaven is as close.
"C^OR A TENTATIVE JUDGMENT, I W o u l d

•*- say that the New Testament of
the New English Bible is generally
preferable to Moffatt, many of whose
readings are idiosyncratic. It lacks
much of the stylistic felicity of Knox,
but is, of course, far more reliable,
since it can go beyond the often
dubious sanction of the Vulgate. So
far ns study of the Greek text and of
its linguistic nuances is concerned,
the NEB is now the most authoritative version available. Moreover, its
fluency, colloquialism, and willingness to enlarge by paraphrase make
for a most lucid narrative. This, as
the Preface states, is truly a translation for those not previously familiar
with the Bible.
At the same time, it is doubtful
whether the NEB will win for itself
anything of the place still held commandingly by the AV. Being founded
wholly on current speech, the NEB
is often flat. It uses too many words
that have present meaning but will
not, I think, acquire future resonance. Often their shallow modernity jars: "liberal-minded," "my
friends" (for brethren), "loophole,"
"frustration" (in the current psychological sense), "environment" (with
a psycho-sociological nuance), "pack
our baggage," "affairs" (for deeds or
acts). It happens that English, as
now spoken in England, is in a
rather flat and diminished state.
There is much propriety but little
savor. Yet the translators of the NEB
have been unwilling to draw on the
richness and zest of American English, where they would often have
found modern but spirited equivalents of Jacobean usage. The result
is that the style of the NEB suffers
from an irritating mixture of coyness and colloquialism.
But taken as a whole, this new
translation is a fine achievement. I
can think of none better to keep
next to one's King James to check
the sense of the Greek or resolve
obscurities created by the archaic
speech and convoluted syntax of the
Jacobean divines. The NEB is a
lucid, erudite page boy, carrying the
train of its majestic ancestor and, by
an occasional discreet tug, showing
the right road.
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the secret of

MARYA MANNES
television this season has
A been pretty
much more of the

Chartreuse

LTHOUGH

same, one development, it seems to
me, is worthy of note. Public affairs
have become respectable to the advertisers, and it is possible now to
see a good news program, a documentary, or a live report of a current
event of importance at times that
used to be barred to them: weekday
nights. Between the prime viewing
hours of nine and eleven, CBS has
moved in with its "Reports," NBC
with its "White Papers," and even
ABC—the most delinquent of all in
public service—with a new series
sponsored by Bell & Howell called
"Close-Ups." This last series is significant for several reasons. For one
thing, it is "packaged" outside the
network by Time Inc.—the basis, it
would seem, for the resignation of
ABC's former news director, John
Daly; for another, it is produced by
a young man named Robert Drew
who believes that a story can be told
by pictures rather than words; and
finally, it is excellent television. The
first of the series, "Cuba Si, Yanqui
No" was one of the most acute and
dramatic documentaries I have seen:
powerful without any sacrifice of objectivity. And although the second
of the series, "X-Pilot," suffered at
times from a confused sound track,
Drew managed to sustain an almost
exhausting tension in his study of a
supersonic test pilot ripping the skies
apart.
The belated attempts of ABC
to change from sensationmonger— it
has attained dizzy financial heights
by giving unremitting dosages of
crime and brutality thinly disguised
as "adventure"—to Boy Scout have
included the moving Sunday-night
series on Winston Churchill and
the hiring of James C. Hagerty as
chief of News and Public Affairs.
The statements he has made so far
indicate not only high intentions but
swift action to bring ABC in direct
competition with the established
news giants of NBC and CBS. This
is a tough assignment, and the true
test will be not only to achieve the
required excellence in his news opMarch 16, 1961
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The only thing known about
Chartreuse is that you'll like it!
The rest, the top secret formula of
this rare, after-dinner liqueur,
has remained closely guarded "*
for well over three and a half
centuries at a Monastery
high in the French Alps.
Chartreuse is superb served
straight or over ice—does
delicious things to vanilla
ice cream or fresh or
frozen fruit.

CHARTREUSE

\

Yellow 86 Proof • Green HO Proof
For an illustrated booklet on the story of
Chartreuse, write: Schieffelin & Co.,
30 Cooper Sq.. N.Y., Dept. BB
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NEWEST CATALOG 122 pp
SEND 25c P a p e r b o o k Gallery
27 Third Ave., N. Y. 3
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Acrostician—

WALTER P. REUTHER

Quality replicas by master craftsmen
A. THOMAS JEFFERSON, Bronze finish. Height 8% inches
$13.50
(Shipping & Ins. SI.50)
• B. ROBERT E. LEE, White Bisque finish.
Height 8% inches
$13.50

•

(S/iipping & Ins. SI.SO)

•

•

C. ABRAHAM LINCOLN, Bronze finish.
Height 13 inches
$17.50
(Shipping, Packing & Ins. tf.SO)
D. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, Bronze finish. Height 8>/2 inches
$16.50
(Shipping & Ins. $1.50)
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Send Check or M. O.

74 Frost StXambrldge 4O, Mass.
Send 2 5 * for Illustrated Catalog of sculpture, prints, art books, jewelry, records.
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